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Creative Blog
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Animal portrait of an owl - painted 
with HORADAM® watercolours 

Painting portraits of people or animals is a special kind of art and requires 
special painting skills. The artist Carolin Behnke, an experienced animal 
portraitist, shows us step by step how she uses HORADAM® watercolour 
and finest colour applications to make an owl - the Schmincke heraldic 
animal - appear alive.

by Carolin Behnkeby Carolin Behnke

You will need:

• Watercolours: HORADAM® watercolour pure 
yellow (216), ruby red (351), perylene violet (371), 
cerulean blue hue (481), gold brown (654), burnt 
umber (668), lamp black (781) and a Special Edition 
colour of the Supergranulation Watercolours - 
deep sea green (954)

• Brushes: da Vinci Casaneo wash brush size 0, 
Casaneo round brush size 6 and Jax Hair round 
brush size 3

• Paper: Hahnemühle Expression 300g/m2

• Fineliner: Micron 0,4 Liner and UniPosca 0,7mm 
white liner

• Other: carbon paper and knead-eraser

@vitas_artworks
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Step 1 and 2
First the pattern is transferred to the watercolour paper 
with the help of carbon paper. The pencil traces are 
lightened with the knead-eraser to be less visible. With 
the wet-on-wet technique the first layer is painted. This 
works especially well with the washing brush. I use the 
following colours: deep sea green, perylene violet, gold 
brown, burnt umber, pure yellow and ruby red. First I work 
out the blue-violet areas in wet-on-wet technique. When 
these are dry, I apply the orange-yellow-brownish areas in 
the same way. I already indicate the pupils now, they will 
be worked out later. 

Step 3 and 4
Now the wings are worked out in three stages, always 
using the wet-on-wet technique with intermediate drying 
times to ensure that the wing parts are clearly separated. 
The legs and claws are also designed in this flowing 
painting technique. All mentioned colours are used except 
for the lamp black. For the details I work wet-on-dry and 
use a small round brush with which the fine feathers can 
be worked out very well. I also darken the pupil and leave 
a light reflex in the previous shading. So everything gets 
more depth. For the details I use the colours perylene 
violet, deep sea green, gold brown, ruby red, pure yellow 
and lamp black. 
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Step 5 and 6 
Now, I add indicated feathers in the chest area of the owl. For this I use 
the washing brush also wet-on-dry. Here I use a mixture of perylene violet, 
burnt umber and gold brown, then I use a little lamp black (diluted with 
water) to darken the part under the wings. For the wing I use perylene violet 
to indicate feathers with a small round brush.

Step 7 and 8
With a small round brush the wing is further worked out wet-on-dry with the 
colours deep sea green, perylene violet, ruby red and gold brown. I leave some 
areas a little bit lighter. For the finishing of the wing I use again the small round 
brush and the colours perylene violet, ruby red and deep sea green. With burnt 
umber I add more details to the claws.
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Step 9 and 10     
The stake is painted wet-on-wet. Therefore, the watercolour paper is moistened with the washing brush and the colour is 
applied in a flowing manner (lamp black, perylene violet, deep sea green and gold brown). After good drying I add some 
last fine details in lamp black and let the painting dry again. With a black and a white fineliner last details are painted into 
the painting.

The final animal portrait:  
An owl, freely interpreted by Carolin Behnke. Thanks for 
your support, Carolin.
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About the artist -  Carolin Behnke (vitas_artworks)

• In 2010 I started drawing realistic animal portraits, at that time inspired 
by my Labrador mongrel dog Vita. Therefore, I named my company, 
which I have since 2013, after her. 

• So far, I have taught myself all the techniques I use for drawing and 
painting autodidactically. 

• I draw animal portraits based on photographs as a commission and 
also free works. I like to show them on Facebook and Instagram and 
since 2020 I am also active on Youtube with tutorials about "Drawing 
and painting animals".

• In 2013 I tried painting animals with watercolours for the first time, 
although I have my watercolour box for much longer. Since 2019 I have 
been painting more and more with watercolours, which I enjoy very 
much. 

• My main job is electronic technician. 

More information about the artist:
Homepage: www.vitas-artworks.de
Instagram: @vitas_artworks
Facebook: @VitasArtworks
Youtube: www.youtube.com/VitasArtworks

The described product attributes and application examples have been tes-
ted in the Schmincke laboratory. The information is based on our current 
state of technical findings and experience. Due to the diversity of applica-
tions in terms of painting techniques, materials and working conditions, 
as well as numerous possible influences, this information is based on a 
general application range. A legally binding guarantee of specific attributes 
or the suitability for a specific usage purpose cannot be derived from our in-
formation; therefore the use of the products must be adapted to the users' 
individual conditions and tested in trials. For this reason, we cannot provide 
a warranty for product attributes and/or assume liability for damages that 
occur in connection with the use of our products.

By the way:  Specifics for handling and product safety you will find on our 
website www.schmincke.de  (e.g. download/safety data sheets). 

For special questions please don´t hesitate to ask our team in the lab! 
The best way to get in contact with them is via mail at:
laborteam@schmincke.de.  


